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STRATEGIC PLAN AND DEPLOYMENT DOCUMENT OF THE INSTITUTION
The vision of the Institution is:
Swatantrya Sainik Suryabhanji Pawar College, Purna (Jn.)Dist. Parbhani shall make
effort towards becoming a recognized institution to provide multifarious education to the rural
masses so as to equip them to face the emerging challenges of the time and to serve the society at
large.
The Mission of the Institution is :
To provide knowledge of high quality and inculcating professional skills and ethical
values among the students. Considering the Vision and Missions, the strategic plan of the
institution is always constituted. The Institution decided to promote faculty for the use of ICT in
teaching learning process. According to that plan college has developed adequate infrastructure
for the use of ICT. Therefore our institution has developed a separate ICT hall computer lab &
computer facilities in library, along with linkage to INFLIBNET. Besides, the institute plan and
organize seminars, conferences and workshops to promote research activities in the campus
.Institution also plans extension activities for rural masses through N.S.S. and department of
Home-Science according to that institute decided to organize various programmes. Institution
also plans to create sports infrastructure to increase the participation of students in sports
activities, the institution has submitted the proposals of ‘Flood lighting to Basketball Ground’
and ‘Yoga centre’ to UGC for funding. In this way, the strategic plan of the Institution reflected
the vision and missions to develop the excellence in higher education.
Accordingly in post-reaccreditation period of the Institution, the following major
deployment might be considered.









National level seminars, state level conference and workshop have been organized.
Increase in the number of research guides.
Minor research projects completed.
The institution developed ICT based classroom.
Organized extension activities for women and girls in rural areas.
Established child guidance and nutrition counseling centre in department of HomeScience.
Developed Marathi, Hindi, English Language Lab.
The institution has secured the ISO Certification.
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Strategy for improvement of slow and advanced learners.
Our institute takes care of advanced and slow learners by implementing various
techniques throughout the year. In the beginning of every academic year through
common meeting principal gives instructions to the teachers about identifying slow and
advanced learners. Following this instructions every faculty identify slow and advanced
learners and make appropriate teaching plan to bring improvement in slow learners and to
motivate advanced learners.

Advance Learners
In our institution advanced learners are given special attention. The students who
secures maximum marks in class test, unit test and seminars those were considered as
advanced learners. After classification of students as advanced leaner we have taken
some steps to boost their performance. Teachers give home assignments, more books,
library references for advanced reading, as well as given website links for their further
study.
Teachers organize group discussions and seminars in class to provide a platform
for advanced learners. Teachers inspire advanced learners to participate in various Cocurricular activities such as debit, elocution competitions, etc. As a result advanced leaner
take interest in curricular and co-curricular activities. There percentage of marks has been
increased and they always remain eager to acquire advanced knowledge.

Slow Learners
In our institution teachers give more attention to slow learners. Slow learners are
identified through the students’ performance in qualifying examination and class test, unit
test, etc.
Teachers give special attention to the slow learners while teaching. Students who
have got less marks in class test, unit test, for such students teacher provide notes give
them assignments to write, teacher asks average level question to students in class so that
they get motivation for study and they come to class with preparation. Teachers take
efforts to strengthen the confidence of students who are introverts and hesitate to talk in
class .Teachers carried out various activities such as group discussion, presentation on
particular topic and question answers.
As a result advanced and slow learners are motivated and their performance in
exam is found increased.
Principal
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Internal Evaluation Programme for continuous development of studentsOur institution carries out Internal Evaluation programme for the continuous and constant
development of the students throughout the year. In the beginning of every year academic
calendar is prepared. Following this academic calendar Internal Evaluation programme is
prepared. Two unit tests for per paper is carried out along with seminar, group discussion, mock
interview presentation on a topic etc. Internal Evaluation Programme is as follows –

July / August

-

Unit test I, Seminar.

September

-

Unit Test II, Group Discussion.

January/February

-

Unit Test I Seminar / Mock Interview /Presentation

March

-

Unit Test II Group Discussion / Home Assignment
/ Tutorial

Principal

